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1. Privatised mail: a second-class delivery 

 

The government wants to privatise the Royal Mail. But what would the new service look 

like? An examination of how the Dutch do it exposes unhappy customers and exploited 

workers 
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Somewhere in the Netherlands, a postwoman is in trouble. When I visited her, bad health, 

snow and ice and a degree of chaos in her personal life had left her months behind on her 

deliveries. She rents a privatised ex-council flat with her partner and so many crates of 

mail had built up that it was getting hard to move around. Twice a week one of the 

private mail companies she was working for, Selektmail, dropped off three or four crates 

of letters, magazines and catalogues. She was sorting and delivering the fresh crates but 

the winter backlog was tough to clear. I counted 62 full mail crates stacked up in the 

hallway. 

 

The postwoman had a similar problem with the other private mail company she works 

for, Sandd, a few years back. "When I began at Sandd in 2006, I delivered about 14 boxes 

of mail every time," she said. "I couldn't cope and at Christmas 2006 I had about 90 of 

these boxes in the house. By New Year's Day we had 97. There were even boxes in the 

toilet." The postwoman is paid a pittance to deliver corporate mail. She hadn't done her 

job well, yet so few people complained about missed deliveries that she hadn't been 

found out. 

 

Across the world, postal services are being altered like this: optimised to deliver the 

maximum amount of unwanted mail at the minimum cost to businesses. In the internet 

age, private citizens are sending less mail than they used to, but that's only part of the 

story of postal decline. The price of driving down the cost of bulk mailing for a handful 
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of big organisations is being paid for by the replacement of decently paid postmen with 

casual labour and the erosion of daily deliveries. 

 

I agreed not to name the Dutch postwoman or to give away any detail that would identify 

her, but a few days after my visit, Sandd rumbled that all was not well, discovered the 

mail mountain and dispensed with her services. Even if she hadn't been sitting on months 

of undelivered mail, Sandd or Selekt could have sacked her in a heartbeat. She worked, 

she told me, about 30 hours a week for the two companies, earning about €5 an hour, 

although the legal minimum wage in the Netherlands is between €8 and €9 an hour. She 

had no contract. She got no sick pay, no pension and no health insurance. One of the 

companies gave her a dribble of holiday pay. Selekt gave her a jacket and a sweatshirt but 

she got no other clothing or footwear and had to pay to maintain her own bike. The 

companies are able to offer such miserable conditions because of loopholes in Dutch 

employment law. The postwoman was paid a few cents for each item of mail she 

delivered. The private mail firms control their delivery people's daily postbag to make 

sure they never earn more than €580 a month, the level at which the firms would be 

obliged to give them a fixed contract. 

 

Somehow Selekt never noticed it was getting fewer empty crates back than it sent full 

crates out. When I followed the postwoman to the kitchen, I saw, like some recurring 

nightmare, 20 more crates filled with letters. 

 

Selekt's crates are yellow and stamped with the black hunting horn logo of Deutsche Post, 

the former German state mail monopoly that, like its Dutch counterpart, was privatised 

long ago. For years the two have been locked in a struggle for business on the streets of 

the Netherlands, part of a fratricidal postal war across northern Europe from which Royal 

Mail – soon, if the government gets its way, to be privatised like its Dutch and German 

peers – is not immune. 

 

Privatising old state post companies doesn't necessarily make it easier for rivals to 

compete with them. Privatisation isn't the same as liberalisation. But in the Netherlands, 

privatisation and liberalisation combined have altered the post in a way far beyond 

anything Britain has seen. 

 

Each week, Dutch households and businesses are visited by postmen and postwomen 

from four different companies. There are the "orange" postmen of the privatised Dutch 

mail company, trading as TNT Post but about to change its name to PostNL; the "blue" 

postmen of Sandd, a private Dutch firm; the "yellow" postmen of Selekt, owned by 

Deutsche Post/DHL; and the "half-orange" postmen of Netwerk VSP, set up by TNT to 

compete cannibalistically against itself by using casual labour that is cheaper than its own 

(unionised) workforce. TNT delivers six days a week, Sandd and Selekt two, and VSP 

one. From the point of view of an ardent free-marketeer, this sounds like healthy 

competition. Curiously, however, none of the competitors is prospering. 

 

TNT is being forced by the hedge funds and other transnational shareholders who control 

its destiny to split up, even as it tries to beautify its bottom line by replacing reasonably 
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paid jobs with badly paid ones. Deutsche Post is pulling out of the Netherlands and 

selling Selekt to Sandd – a company that has never made a profit. Sandd, set up by a 

group of ex-TNT managers, pioneered the distinctive Dutch style of private mail 

delivery. "Sandd" stands for "Sort and deliver". In Britain, as in many other countries 

with big postal networks, private companies can now collect and sort mail, but delivery, 

the so-called "final mile" of a letter's journey, is still effectively a Royal Mail monopoly. 

Mail is delivered from distribution centres to local delivery offices, where salaried Royal 

Mail postal workers sort it into individual rounds and deliver it by van, bike and on foot. 

Under the Sandd system, crates of mail are delivered to casual workers' houses. These 

workers sort the mail, on whatever flat surface they can find, then deliver it on set days at 

a time of their choosing. Besides slashing the mail companies' overheads, the system has 

the advantage, from the management's point of view, that there is little danger of the 

postmen and postwomen meeting each other to swap grievances or talk about joining a 

union. 

 

Another private postman, Joris Leijten, who quit Sandd in January, told me he used to 

sort mail on his bed. In a cafe among the grand villas of Bussum, near Hilversum, he 

handed me the flyer that Sandd put through his door after he resigned, advertising his job: 

a picture of four smiling white people in Sandd blue, striding down the road with light 

sheaves of paper, grinning. "Keep busy outdoors, in charge of your own time," it read. 

"Ideal for students, housewives and pensioners." He showed me a day's work from just 

after Christmas: three rounds, sorting and delivering 323 pieces of mail, weighing a total 

of 81.4kg, to 279 addresses. Sandd claimed this should take six hours; Leijten said it took 

eight. For this he was paid a little over €27 – not much more than €3 an hour. 

 

While I was in the Netherlands, the Dutch parliament's pressure on the low-wage postal 

companies finally forced them to make concessions: 80% of all postal workers in 

companies like Sandd must be on proper contracts, meaning they gain a degree of social 

protection, but this will not happen until the end of September 2013. 

 

In the Netherlands, as in Britain, the postal market has been liberalised in the name of the 

consumer. Competition, it is said, will benefit everybody. But competition, as Leijten 

noted, only really exists for large organisations. Private citizens can't post letters in Sandd 

or Selekt mailboxes. There aren't any. Ordinary Dutch people still have to pay 46 cents to 

send a TNT letter. The Dutch government, meanwhile, has negotiated a deal with Sandd 

to deliver some of its mail at 11 cents a pop. "For ordinary people, there's no choice, 

there's only TNT," Leijten said. "The postal system is sick." 

'The Dutch model is one we've spoken of and would like to do in the future' 

 

On the eve of my journey to the Netherlands, David Simpson, the earnest Ulsterman who 

is Royal Mail's chief spokesman, took me to one of the facilities the company is most 

proud of, the Gatwick mail centre in Sussex. It's a giant mail processing plant, built in 

1999, that sucks in and shoots out every letter, packet and small parcel posted from or 

sent to every address in 600 square miles of England, from the M25 down to the south 

coast. They sort 2.5m items a day. 
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Michael Fehilly, Gatwick's manager, strode around in a grey pinstripe suit, brown loafers 

and an open-necked pink shirt. He's second-generation Irish. "My dad tells me I'm a 

plastic Paddy, not a real one," he said. He grew up on a council estate in Peckham and 

joined the Post Office as an apprentice postman in 1987, aged 17. He hated the early 

starts and was ready to quit after a few months. Instead, they made him a trainee 

manager. Twenty-four years later he is a company star. 

 

Under Fehilly, Gatwick has embraced the philosophy of the Japanese management 

consultant Hajime Yamashina, which Royal Mail is trying to propel throughout the 

company. Yamashina visits Gatwick all the time. He was there on the day the earthquake 

and tsunami struck his homeland. Fehilly's eyes shone as he preached the Yamashina 

way. It starts with safety. All over the mail centre there are cute cartoons of an animal in 

a white coat and glasses: the Safety Mole. "Don't be safety blinded, be safety minded," 

Fehilly said, explaining the mole's message. "When I started the programme I could 

guarantee 28 accidents a year – a knock, a bump or a bruise. Last year, we had zero 

accidents." 

 

The vast industrial space, filled with trolleys and sorting machinery, is neat and clean, 

enabling Fehilly to practise his kaizen powers of vision. 

 

He stopped suddenly and pointed to a bit of floor that looked spotless to me. "I can see 

three rubber bands and a label," he said. "That's a defect to me now. Five years ago, I 

would just have accepted that. Now my eyes have improved." Fehilly has worked with 

the staff to find solutions to problems they didn't know were problems. The Gatwick 

workforce saved £1m a year just by hiring an electric truck to replace the laborious 

heaving of mail trolleys from one side of the plant to the other. They found that, for more 

than a century, nobody had questioned the number of pigeonholes in the frames that mail 

sorters use to sort letters by region. Why were there 56? Because there'd always been 56. 

It turned out that entire man-years of pain and muscle strain, not to mention wasted time, 

could be saved just by reducing the number of pigeonholes to 15 and cutting openings at 

the back as well as the front. 

 

Yet even with such ingenuity and co-operation, even with the closure of post offices and 

mail centres and the whittling down of the company workforce from 230,000 to 165,000 

in nine years, even at relative peace with the union, the Royal Mail is struggling to get in 

the black. It can't make more money without modernising faster, and it can't modernise 

faster without more money. It's competing for a shrinking quantity of mail with 

aggressive competitors, first among them the Dutch TNT. Unlike its competitors, it is still 

obliged to hand-deliver to every home and business in the country, from Lerwick to 

Penzance, six days a week. 

 

I wondered what Fehilly thought of the Sandd system. He didn't see why it couldn't work 

in Britain. "We can prepare the mail for delivery," he said. "We can go and deliver a sack 

of mail to some mother's house who's just dropped her kids at school, she can spend two 

or three hours delivering mail in her area – it's a model we're aware of and would like to 
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use. We're stuck with a large workforce . . . [the Dutch model] is a model we've spoken 

of and would like to do in the future." 

 

I sensed Simpson, standing at my shoulder, prickling nervously. "We'd certainly have to 

agree that with the unions," he said. 

 

"Of course, yes. But why not?" Fehilly persisted. "I'd say, in the future, why not look at 

these models if they're more efficient?" 

'It costs 2p a letter to sort by hand; by machine, it's 0.1p. That's the way it's going to go' 

 

Mount Pleasant, hunched battleship-grey on a street corner in Clerkenwell in central 

London, is the Royal Mail's favourite "before modernisation" exhibit to Gatwick's "after". 

More than 1,700 people work in this decrepit postal Gormenghast, breathing the ancient 

institutional smell of its stairwells, treading the worn parquet flooring and flicking paper 

into dark pigeonholes to the cacophony of clashing music stations. Some of the mail 

centre's machinery is 25 years old. They used to have 12 letter-sorting machines. Now 

they have 11 and use the 12th for parts. "I've been here eight years," said Richard Attoe, 

the manager who showed me round, "and it's never had a lick of paint." 

 

All this is supposed to change. Mount Pleasant is the chosen one: the last mail centre to 

remain standing in inner London after the south London operation, in Nine Elms, and the 

east London one, in Bromley-by-Bow, go dark next year. Royal Mail will spend £32m on 

the refurb. Already an entire floor's been cleared, ready for new machinery, Hajime 

Yamashina and the Safety Mole. The reason Nine Elms and Bromley-by-Bow aren't 

getting investment, Royal Mail says, is that there isn't enough for them to do. Across the 

country, about a score of other mail centres have been or will be shut, including 

Liverpool, Bolton and Oxford. In 2006, London posted 861m pieces of mail. By 2014, 

Royal Mail predicts, that will have fallen to 335m. 

 

Besides its huge mail centre operation, Mount Pleasant has a delivery office. It is, in 

effect, the City of London's mail room, delivering to all the EC postcodes. One morning I 

joined a postwoman, Denise Goldfinch, on her round. Postal workers call them "walks". 

 

Goldfinch was a petite woman in a sky-blue Royal Mail blouse, with a henna bob and 

gold hoop earrings. She'd got up at 4.50am to start her 6am shift. Her son is BA cabin 

crew; her husband is a driver. When I met her it was not long after nine and she was 

sorting her mail down into individual addresses, wrapping them in bundles with red 

rubber bands, ready to go in her pouch. She had three bags of mail that day. While she 

was delivering the first batch, a van would be dropping the other bags off at "safe drops" 

where she'd pick them up later. 

 

She went to weigh her pouch. It came in at 9.7kg; the maximum is 16. "What it is, 

because in the Royal Mail everything's done on seniority, because I've got 25 years, this 

is what we'd call a good walk," she said, meaning it was relatively light. She reckoned it 

would take her two hours. She skipped her morning break, and we left Mount Pleasant at 

10; she'd be finished by noon. I carried her bag, and we stepped into the spring sunshine 
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of Farringdon Road. It was like being in a promotional film designed to show how 

wonderful it is to be a postwoman. The leaves were coming out, the air was mild and old 

ladies greeted Goldfinch by name, as if they'd been looking forward to seeing her, as if 

they were lonely and might not see anyone else that day. 

 

Most postmen don't get to walk straight out of their delivery offices and into their walk, 

as Goldfinch does. And most walks last longer than two hours. Lower-level union 

officials and individual postmen such as the pseudonymous blogger Roy Mayall 

complain that Royal Mail is fiddling the figures and mail volume is going up, not down; 

that postmen are being loaded with ever heavier bags and being bullied into doing ever 

longer walks. Denying the fiddling claim, Royal Mail admits to making its postmen work 

harder. Times are tougher for the postie. But in the opinion of Royal Mail's competitors, 

not tough enough. 

 

A typical Royal Mail postman outside London earns about £375 before tax – just shy of 

£20,000 a year – for a 40-hour week, with diminishing prospects for overtime. "That's a 

lot of money in current terms," said Guy Buswell, the chief executive of UK Mail, Royal 

Mail's only big British competitor alongside Deutsche Post and TNT. "My drivers who 

deliver parcels have to struggle to get £300 in their pay packets before tax and they work 

a lot longer hours than postmen do." Goldfinch is not only better paid than the private 

postmen of Sandd and Selekt in the Netherlands: she gets five weeks a year paid holiday 

for long service. She gets a uniform and service footwear provided free. In the savage ice 

and snow of last winter, she was given spikes for her shoes. When she retires, it will be 

with a decent pension. 

 

But it is the private postman model that competition is pushing the Royal Mail towards. 

The real battle for postal workers and their sympathisers is not so much to save the jobs 

that are doomed to fade away, as to prevent the degradation of the jobs that remain: to 

prevent the job of postman from becoming something like a child's paper round. "In real 

terms, now, 'postman' should be a part-time job," Buswell said. "If you look at the cost of 

sorting by hand, it's about 2p a letter; by machine, it's 0.1p a letter. Unfortunately that's 

the way it's going to go. The actual job the postman does in the near future is just 

delivering. They will deliver for four or five hours and that's done." 

 

Royal Mail is in a fight for survival with new media, the world of words not written on 

paper: weightless electronic words. As with music and newspapers, so with letters. It is in 

a fight, too, with competitors who get guaranteed access to its reservoir of postmen as if 

they were a water or gas supply. But it is also the subject of a third kind of competition, 

between two utterly different sets of customers with incompatible needs. A few hundred 

giant firms and organisations that want to send bursts of millions of letters and catalogues 

every few days are competing for the same set of postal workers with millions of people 

who want to send a few Christmas cards and, once in a while, something that needs 

signing. In this competition the power lies with the few, whose priority is cheapness, 

rather than the many, whose priority is regularity and universality; cheapness wins, and it 

is the postal workers who suffer. 
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Comments in chronological order (Total 137 comments) 

1) melrosechick  

29 April 2011 8:23AM 

The government has no right to privatise the Royal Mail, it belongs to the British public 

who have made it repeatedly clear that they do not want it to be privatised. I honestly 

believe the government would sell the air we breathe if they could. All that will happen is 

the service will be sold off to a foreign company (like most of the electricity, gas and 

water services). 

If they are determined to do this, then it will no longer be the Royal Mail. The Royal Mail 

is a publicly owned company, a privatised service should not be allowed to call itself the 

Royal Mail. It will no longer be the national public service it once was. I see no reason at 

all why a private company should benefit from the years of hard work and public service 

the Royal Mail has provided. 

2) vincet  

29 April 2011 8:39AM 

A very good article. Lets not forget its not just the postal worker that will lose out when 

Royal Mail is handed over to the money men, it will be the general public as well as in 

every other privatisation this country has seen. 

This isnt about whats best for for the general public, this is about whats best for Mr 

Camerons corporate friends. 

The only thing holding Royal Mail back is having to deliver their competitors mail at a 

loss, competition should be about everyone competing on a level playing field not one 

firm competing with its hands tied behind its back. 

We are already seeing Royal Mail being fattened up for the big sell off thats what these 

mail centre closures are about, they dont care about when you get your mail , all that 

matters is making the biggest amount of money possible for its shareholers. 

People need to wake up to whats going on because whilst everything else is going on it 

has gone literally unnoticed that this coalition is going even further than Thatcher dared 

with this privatisation, a move that will benefit noone except the money men and will see 

the death of a once great British institution. 

3) Tonytoday  

29 April 2011 8:47AM 
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There does not appear to be any great clamour from the public for this to happen - 

and yet successive governments have tried to plot a way forward to privatisation. 

If it happens and any scenario similar to the Dutch one in the article emerges as a 

consequence, then heaven help the government responsible for introducing it 

when letters keep on either arriving late or not arriving at all. It's issues like this 

that whilst ostensibly straightforward are potential election losers! 

4) TedStewart  

29 April 2011 9:20AM 

An examination of how the Dutch do it exposes unhappy customers and exploited 

workers 

But is that not always what happens when a Public Service is Privatised? 

The only way to make a profit for the 'fat cat' Tory donors who lobby for this, is 

to drastically reduce the quality of the service and employ as few poorly paid staff 

as possible. 

Basically it's a CON in every sense of the word! 

5) drabacus  

29 April 2011 9:40AM 

Living in Brussels where the Belgian equivalent of Royal Mail was privatized a 

number of years ago I can only concur with the sentiments of this article. A very 

large proportion of our mail, especially parcels simply never arrives.  

We have got to the stage where we ask relatives to keep birthday and Christmas 

presents for the children for when they visit. Similarly, I have given up ordering 

books and CDs online.  

The problem is simply that the postman can't be bothered ringing the bell and 

waiting for someone to come and take the parcel in person. He has his targets to 

meet. It is simply stuffed into the letterbox any old way and, as we lie on a busy 

street, often taken by a passerby. 

One day I saw a postman stick a book from Amazon into the letterbox and walk 

off. I went after him and pointed out it was not delivered and could easily be 

stolen, he just shrugged. He was a young guy probably in his first job. It's not well 

paid and I guess he hopes to move on to something better soon rather than make a 

career of the post. 
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I have lived extensively in eastern Europe. Boy is the post bureaucratically 

organised there but nothing ever goes missing. As it is now I am living a few 

hundred metres from Berlaymont and having to cope with a situation that I might 

expect somewhere in a crumbling African state, where there is no reliable postal 

service. 

6) Jessand  

29 April 2011 9:56AM 

We have already got a second class service. I only get mail a couple of times a 

week here in SW London. And then there is loads of it together so I reckon it is 

saved up and then posted all at the same time.  

I like our local Posties as they are very nice, but I don't like the way the post 

office is run. They took away our local post office over the road here. That was a 

sad day for us, and all the OAPs that now have to walk miles to the main one in 

the high street. 

7) Cosmonaut  

29 April 2011 9:56AM 

I saw the longer article in the LRB - I can really recommend it: 

http://www.lrb.co.uk/v33/n09/james-meek/in-the-sorting-office 

8) Deja  

29 April 2011 9:56AM 

IT WOULD BE CRAP 

9) thesistersofmercy  

29 April 2011 9:57AM 

Few care to remember that privatising the Royal Mail was the pet project of... 

...key Tory figure... 

....the prince of darkness himself... 

Peter Mandleson. 

Mandelson, who (with rare honesty) said that: 
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“we are intensely relaxed about people getting filthy rich” 

Well the tories share mandy's sense of relaxation on the issue and so the process 

has begun which will deliver another public service into the hands of profiteers. 

Will we get a worse mail service? - yes. 

Will workers be exploited? - yes. 

Will a few Tory party funders make a killing? - yes. 

Another part of Britain gone forever. 

Next up - the NHS. 

10) SiMonkay  

29 April 2011 9:57AM 

Very good article. Unfortunately, public is getting more and more "dumbified" by 

a pointless "reality" tv and not likely to protest the privatisation until it is too 

late... 

11) ProgRock  

29 April 2011 10:00AM 

Ah good, there'll be some jobs available for the people thrown off disability. Get 

ready for one-legged posties. 

I did like the comments form Guy Buswell: "That's a lot of money in current 

terms," said Guy Buswell, the chief executive of UK Mail, "My drivers who 

deliver parcels have to struggle to get £300 in their pay packets before tax and 

they work a lot longer hours than postmen do." - (a) it's not a lot of mopney and 

(b) justifying clobbering of wages for one person on the grounds that you've 

already clobbered low level staff in a a related company may make financial sense 

to the likes of Buswell - it doesn't to anyone who isn't CEO or major shareholder 

in companies set to benefit. 

12) Plataea  

29 April 2011 10:02AM 

A very fine article indeed. It shows how ideology (privatisation above all) clashes 

with the concept of universal service - or "social good". Compared to the money 

being blown away (literally) in Afghanistan or Libya the cost of keeping the 
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Royal Mail is peanuts - it would be less than peanuts if the government had been 

more active with respect to modernisation. 

The problem is that the corporates are not interested in "social good" - they are 

interested in power (in terns of personailities within these orgs getting more) and 

profit. Societal benefit is rarely considered. There is no need to privatise RM - 

however this will not stop the Bullingdons (and had they been in power the half 

wits that constitute Labour) 

13) vincet  

29 April 2011 10:08AM 

Progrock, and the man that boasts about how poorly paid his own staff are 

amassed an annual salary of £550,000 plus £60,000 in shares last year. Talk about 

double standards. 

14) Eesy  

29 April 2011 10:17AM 

thesistersofmercy 29 April 2011 9:57AM Few care to remember that privatising 

the Royal Mail was the pet project of... ...key Tory figure... ....the prince of 

darkness himself... Peter Mandleson. Mandelson, who (with rare honesty) said 

that: “we are intensely relaxed about people getting filthy rich” Well the tories 

share mandy's sense of relaxation on the issue.....................! 

Yes I agree with most of your post but, please, don't forget, Michael Heseltine 

was chuntering on about the same thing, in the dog-days of Major's government.  

Sadly, it was just another idea Mandelson stole from the Tories, passing it off as 

his own. We weren't wise to him then - we are now!! Mo Mowlam knew!! 

15) StingrayBass  

29 April 2011 10:20AM 

Agreed 100%. I live in Germany - privatised postal service. Utter crap. I have to 

pick up a parcel this morning from the local post office here in Berlin. I'm 

dreading it. That's my morning gone. I will queue for at least an hour, only to be 

told when I get to the 1st free counter that the company running that counter 

doesn't deal with that service & then it'll be back to the back of the queue like a 

fucking child. Different counters in German post offices are run by different 

companies & offer differing services. I get bills delivered a month late - so much 

for that aspect of 'German efficiency'. The only person who benefits from this is 

the homeless person hanging around at the door who has taken to selling 2nd hand 
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paperbacks to people waiting to be told to queue again. Always has books in 4 

languages at least too! He's doing a good trade whilst the rest of us get our lives 

pissed away by the mammon that is 'corporate efficiency'. The only miracle of 

this system is that they still leave the lobby doors unlocked in the winter so 

homeless people can sleep in the warm. That's probably a PR stunt to deflect 

some criticism. Don't let it happen people! Whatever faults the RM has, it runs 

rings around any postal service in mainland Europe. 

16) jrio  

29 April 2011 10:39AM 

This comment was removed by a moderator because it didn't abide by our 

community standards. Replies may also be deleted. For more detail see our FAQs. 

17) shan164  

29 April 2011 10:42AM 

So mail is going out to people who are unable to deliver them because of the huge 

volumes and unreasonable expectations - and yet no-one (including the intended 

recipients) notices the failure to deliver the items for months, if ever. 

This begs the question, does most of this stuff need to be sent in the first place? 

I'm leaning towards no ... 

18) bgbrighton  

29 April 2011 10:44AM 

@melrosechick 

The government has no right to privatise the Royal Mail, it belongs to the British 

public who have made it repeatedly clear that they do not want it to be privatised. 

It was in both the Tory and LibDem manifestos, and previously even something 

considered by Labour. How did you come to the conclusion that the majority f the 

British public do not want (or care if) the royal mail is privitised? 

I honestly believe the government would sell the air we breathe if they could 

That's the most hilariously shrill nonsense I've read on CiF for some time. 

19) Jessjessk  
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29 April 2011 10:45AM 

The post business is ever shrinking anyway. What should remain is just one or 

two networks of end mile delivery competing for the service. The business will 

definitely disappear in the next 10 to 15 years so cost will be the lone elements 

that will matter... 

20) SecondClassPost  

29 April 2011 10:46AM 

It's not a coincidence that many other European countries are privatising their 

services, nor is it a coincidence that both Labour and the Tories both want to sell 

Royal Mail. The EU has decreed that all member states' services must be open to 

competition by next year. Some countries made the change early, some - such as 

the UK, where it's politically sensitive - have left it late. But it's coming, in the 

second post. 

http://www.euractiv.com/en/transport/postal-services-liberalisation/article-161377 

21) themarkster  

29 April 2011 10:47AM 

I'm sure my post would still go missing on a regular basis. 

22) zoomy  

29 April 2011 10:50AM 

A very good article James, thanks very much. 

23) Jimmyji  

29 April 2011 10:58AM 

Marx, where art thou now? 

24) jekylnhyde  

29 April 2011 11:04AM 

Tories have no interest in what the service will be like. Their mates will make a 

lot of money (see sell off of British Rail) and that's all they're interested in. 

25) aphrsk  
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29 April 2011 11:07AM 

A typical Royal Mail postman outside London earns about £375 before tax – just 

shy of £20,000 a year – for a 40-hour week 

Yes but that's only the full time workers. RM has virtually stopped employing any 

new full-time staff around 5 years ago. They now offer part-time contracts 

Wednesday-Saturday i.e. the heaviest days with the largest volume of mail to 

deliver. Also due to how working hours are spread, instead of getting this 300 for 

5 days of work, "new contract" postmen/women get just under 200 for four days 

work. Also new employees are pretty much not entitled for a pension contribution 

from the company. 

Few years back RM execs had this "excellent" idea to employ people on so called 

"1 hour contracts", where they could be called at any time to cover heavy days 

and other people's absences. They wouldn't be entiled for sick or holiday pay, 

some weeks they would go with no work at all but if the manager called them and 

asked to come the next day and the person refused that would mean a sack. The 

only reason this is not going anymore is because the pressure form the unions. 

26) lastpost  

29 April 2011 11:08AM 

Thank you for an article that at last exposes what the reality could be when the 

Royal Mail is privatised . I am a postie struggling to make ends meet as are most 

of my colleagues and the only way to boost earnings is overtime which as 

reported is fast drying up, it tends to be forgotten how much the bosses have taken 

out of the company, Crozier walked away with millions purely and simply by 

cutting, and he said we were overpaid and underworked ! 

Unfortunately most of the general public have no idea how bad their service(and 

this is what the post should be, a service) will become in the very near future, 

some scoff and moan already but the bulk of the UK has had a very efficient, 

honest and reliable service, when the Royal Mail modernization plan is complete 

and all the taxpayers money has been spent refurbishing the business, figures will 

be manipulated, the business sold off for a pittance to the politicians chums and 

hey presto another institution that was owned by the people has gone for ever. 

R.I.P. 

27) tomguard  

29 April 2011 11:21AM 

Although no one seems to want this - there is no demand from the public for 

privatisation of RM - there is no proper opposition to it either. The Tories 

definitely want it, their poodles the treacherous LimpDems also want it and 
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NuLabour were going to do it anyway and no doubt would do if they ever got 

back into power. So where is our democracy? Anyone foolish enough to ever vote 

in parliamentary elections again or to participate in the referendum farce next 

week needs their brain examining. So don't vote but protest, behave towards any 

government with dumb insolence and do your best to undermine it in any way you 

can. As someone said: if voting changed anything it would be illegal. 

28) andrewfisk  

29 April 2011 11:26AM 

All privatisation leads towards this. In every single privatisation workers are 

exploited, older workers kicked out, new contracts with less rights. Is this the 

society we want. People have to survive and these bosses have no shame in their 

thirst for profit over human rights. Free market capitalism continues to run 

rampant. All politicians in power are free market business men disguised as 

public servants. They are not. They are corporate servants embracing an 

ideologue of a few lunatics in Chicago. 

29) lastpost  

29 April 2011 11:28AM 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/royal-mail-bosses-got-

16310m-bonuses-for-efficiency-drive-1801011.html 

cant seem to get link to work but this is address to see exec pay bills 

30) DrPlokta  

29 April 2011 11:40AM 

Of course there is demand for this. Every time you, as a consumer, compare two 

competing products or services and buy the cheaper one, you're demanding that 

wages and conditions be cut to the bone for the employees involved. If you don't 

like that, then buy the one from the company that treats its employees best 

instead, and if a majority of people do the same then we will soon be in an 

employees' paradise, and everything will be very expensive as a consequence. 

31) NeilMac639  

29 April 2011 11:49AM 

If the Tories cannot make money out of it they just aren't interested in it. Service 

to them means massive profits for fatcat shareholders. Society as a whole means 

nothing to them - unless its the big rip-off society. 
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32) HGAT  

29 April 2011 11:53AM 

The privatised posties in NL are also so unmotivated and/or take so little interest 

in their work that, in Amsterdam at least, it is extremely common (say weekly 

basis) for some of your post to be delivered to the wrong address. Not only to the 

wrong house number but quite frequently to the wrong street. 

33) zavaell  

29 April 2011 11:57AM 

Itis quite staggering to think that we could fold up the Royal Mail and put it out to 

an inefficient privatised system paying pittance wages and failing to meet any 

reasonable delivery target. What is it about governments (of any hue, let alone 

Tory) that wants to pay people such hideously low wages when a banker is in the 

stratosphere? 

34) runningwild  

29 April 2011 12:14PM 

A very good article and thanks for the link to the full version in the LRB. 

Privatisation is part and parcel (no pun intended) of the whole cuts agenda. The 

incessant vilification of public sector workers and the constant mantra of 'choice' 

promulgated by governments of whatever hue and parroted in most of the British 

press is wholly antipathetic to what people would really choose if they had any 

control. 

The experiences of workers in and consumers of the postal services in the 

Netherlands and Germany would surely give any sensible government reason for 

reflection. That it doesn't gives the lie to the notion that privatisation of this 

service is anything other than ideologically driven, seeking to secure vaster profits 

wherever possible regardless of social consequences. 

We need to campaign to save the mail service as we do to keep libraries and the 

NHS. 

35) KingCnutCase  

29 April 2011 12:18PM 

@secondclasspost 

Bravo. 
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I am sick and tired of these articles about the Royal Mail that fails to make clear 

that EU law requires postal markets to be opened to competition.  

Neither the previous Labour government nor the current Conservative 

government has any choice in this. 

36) russellhiggs  

29 April 2011 12:27PM 

This comment was removed by a moderator because it didn't abide by our 

community standards. Replies may also be deleted. For more detail see our FAQs. 

37) LivelyTiger  

29 April 2011 12:36PM 

The government have no right to do this! Most people voted for the Conservatives 

because they were sick of Gordon Brown, not because they believed in Cameron's 

policies (they were almost non-existent, very shrewd).  

Cameron spoke of reducing the deficit but he never spoke of this right wing neo-

con strategy of privatising everything, including aspects of our healthcare system 

and our postal service! This is not what anyone voted for.  

I'm scared of the extent this government will go to without having a majority in 

parliament. You see now what an advantage it was for Cameron to push Clegg 

into agreeing to support his policies as a trade for some power in the coalition, 

instead of being in opposition.  

At least with Thatcher her agenda seemed clear all along. Cameron's policies have 

quietly crept up on us and I don't know what to do about it. 

38) CforCynic  

29 April 2011 12:41PM 

The guy down at my local post depot is an absolute diamond - couldn't be more 

helpful! The twat who "delivers" my mail, is a moron. I've lost count of the 

number of times i've had "sorry you were out, there's a package for you at the 

depot/local PO" cards shoved through my door. The vasta majority of the time 

i've received theses cards i've been at home at the time..... 

By all means modernise the system with automated letter sorting as much as 

possible, and charge TNT et al the actual cost of the "final mile", but when it 
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comes to opening the market up to competition - which as KingCnutCase says is 

an EU law - tell Brussels to fuck off! 

39) moose2001  

29 April 2011 12:47PM 

I run an internet retail operation and send out 10,000 packages a day.. Of all the 

postal services, only Japan Post is worthy of full marks. Amazing service. Even 

manage to get the mail though to people in evacuation centres after the 

earthquake.  

Ours is poor, at best, but still not as bad as France. 

40) haward  

29 April 2011 12:49PM 

EU Law , which is made by EU States , one of which is us , requires that the post 

be open to competition. In other words we were party to the law , it wasn't the 

dastardly foreigners. 

EU Law does not require the privatisation of the Royal Mail and nor does it 

require that unfair competition is allowed.  

In the UK the antipathy of the Labour Party to national assets like the Royal Mail 

and an unhealthy fixation with the private sector ensured that the introduction of 

competition was carried out in such a way that the Royal Mail would be 

financially undermined to an extent which would make privatisation look 

inevitable. It was one of Blair's worse acts of vandalism. 

Why the Lib Dems are not campaigning for the reopening of rural post offices , 

the reintroduction of real city centre post offices and the levelling of the mail 

delivery playing field is beyond me. Soemone should be carrying this flag and , 

pre Clegg , it was the natural ground for Liberals 

By the way I have lived in both Germany and the Netherland and I don't recognise 

the picture painted of the postal service in either country by some of your 

correspondents. Maybe it was because I lived in city centres but the postal service 

was pretty good ; and as good as the Royal Mail. 

41) iMark  

29 April 2011 12:52PM 

Excellent article and really well researched in the Netherlands. 
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The situation here in NL is absolutely ludicrous. I still can't get my head round the 

fact that it would be more efficient to have 4 mail deliverers in my street than just 

one. The Dutch government and parliament really didn't have a clue when 

legislation was passed to privatise the former excellent PTT Post. Customers are 

left with a mess.  

Another interesting subject would be to investigate the mess the government left 

us with with taxi licensing. Amsterdam has about the worst taxi service in the 

world with hiked prices, horrible service and old cars. The legislation that caused 

this was sold by the former minister of Transport as a unique opportunity to bring 

the prices of fares down because any consumer would be able to negotiate the 

price of a fare with the driver. Do these people live in another galaxy? 

I think a nationalised postal service is a big asset to a country. Every home is 

reached at moderate rates. Even the US would never consider to privatise the US 

Postal service. 

42) Righthook  

29 April 2011 12:54PM 

melrosechick 

29 April 2011 8:23AM 

The government has no right to privatise the Royal Mail, it belongs to the British 

public who have made it repeatedly clear that they do not want it to be privatised 

Since when, I'll be glad to see the back of it! 

DHL and FedEx deliver my parcels. Like most people I stopped using letters and 

paper billing years ago. 

All the post office delivers to me is junk mail and Pizza delivery menus. 

Last time I went into a Post Office it was filthy, smelt of urine and had a queue 30 

deep for a solitary open window. 

Now I use DHL Collection points for my parcels, or for important ones the van 

actually comes to me to collect them. 

The Post office is like British Leyland, a dinosaur that the Private sector has made 

redundant, time to withdraw public funding. 

43) SalamanderKane  

29 April 2011 12:56PM 

EXCELLANT EXCELLANT article. Will try to read on LRBs too. 
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I would thought a lot of companies who operate online should be shitting 

themselves. 

Why would i ever order clothes, cds, books, games if i never get my parcel. 

I would see it as an ombudsman issue and I can imagine who Amazon or and of 

the Big online retailer will feel it 10s of thousands stop using them or start asking 

for their money back for undelivered goods. 

I don't know who posted earlier, but the post in Easter Europpe is atocious. Try 

sending a registered post to St Petersburg and they will send u a letter to your 

house that its arrived, and then you have to go to the post office with 

documentation and id cards and I heard even ur pastport ... and they can demand 

that the parcel be inspected to see if taxes need too be paid. 

So you then get a scenario where it realdy takes a 2 months to get there, then they 

impound it Till you get to POLKOVO AIRPORT in St Petersburg which is far far 

away, and you get there and they demand that u declare whats inside, but my 

girlfriend could not because THEY WERE CHRISTMAS PRESENTS and she 

calls u from the airport to ask whats in there, and she's trying to write it all down 

and its a whole load of small items including chocolates and calenders and some 

clothing items.  

So she tells them, and asks what the tax may be, and they tell u they still have to 

open it. and then they will decide and of course she does not have that much 

money. Its bloody - 30 degrees in winter, she has been there for three hours and 

an hour and a half journey back home on 3 buses if they run. So she calls me and I 

say ok let me speak to them and I will pay by credit card and inform her no has to 

pay for it in CASH!!!!!!!! TELL THEM THEY CAN FRACK OFF AND SEND 

THE PARCEL BACK.. Which then also takes 3 months and when it arrived the 

bloody thing had been opened and taped back and about 20% of items stolen ... 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! SO THAT WAS TWO CHRISTMASES RUINED 

I just sent normal post now on 11 March so no airport journey and she go to het 

local post office and it still has not get there. 

And this is why I read many online businesses just cant work in Russia even if 

they are based there because the postal system is completely fragmented. I beleive 

Amazon may have tried - but pulled out. They can only operate if each section of 

the business is baseed locally, i.e. moscow, st petersburg, etc etc so they have 

their own delivery service or use one that is locally sourced which can be terrible. 

So now are you telling me that we will bags and crates dumped on someone, they 

sort it and may not deliver for 3 months. 
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- what a great scam, get the job for two months in a rented flat, open everything, 

take all the presents and credit cards and then abandon it and move to a diffrent eu 

country and do the same -  

I grew up in Singapore and the post is good there but it still take 2-3 days to get to 

ur destination. And I have always been amazed at how I can ordersomething in 

the UK and it will get from penzance to glasgow the next day, very rarely is there 

a mess up. 

But just think of all the countries that have a very poor online retail sector - And 

BE VERY AFRAID!!! 

But of course, online companies can AND WILL turn round and say ... "oh if u 

want a safe delivery, We recommend COURIER SERVICE or else if it goes 

missing, dont come crying to us." Cheers for the extra £7 delivery or even more. 

And Also how will this impact on purchases made by Credit card if ur parcel does 

not arrive - can u make a claim? 

I am going to post this on facebook and beg my friends to read the article 

44) Righthook  

29 April 2011 12:59PM 

I love how its now "the 'Evil' Tories privatizing the Royal Mail". 

Some people have short memories..... 

It was Gordon Brown's idea originally: 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2008/dec/17/gordon-brown-post-office-

privatisation-backbench-revolt 

45) amansterdam  

29 April 2011 1:01PM 

Great article. I live in Amsterdam and can tell you that the postal system here has 

no accountability. I had two packages mysteriously disappear over Christmas. For 

one of them, I had a slip that they had tried to deliver it, but no indication of 

where I could pick it up or when they'd try to re-deliver. After 5 weeks of calling 

and complaints, I received a letter from TNT post basically saying "we can't find 

it, sorry for the inconvenience." Turns out that the teenager delivering it had just 

decided to mark the package "return to sender", 'cause I guess that was easier than 

re-delivering. It's back in Canada now, wonder if I'll ever get it now? 
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46) SalamanderKane  

29 April 2011 1:01PM 

Oh and also to say I know how well Royal mail works cos if u can track it I can 

see that it left was on day posted, by day 3 its in St Petersburg. And then you wait 

2 months for them o get their act together. 

And you can tell how it works the other way too - Leaves st pete and takes about 

6-8 working days to get to Wales and the royal mail part is just 2 days of that once 

it arrives in the UK. 

47) Cyprover  

29 April 2011 1:13PM 

An excellent article, which clearly shows the benefits of the service provided by 

The Royal Mail and the comparatively poor (or should that read pathetic?) service 

provided by private companies. 

We should all be able to agree that there is a greater reliance on alternative means 

of communication today, than ever before; e-mail, sms, etc but there is a limit to 

what these alternative methods can provide. 

I have today (Friday) taken delivery of books, which I ordered from Amazon last 

Sunday evening (Easter Sunday) and which were posted via Royal Mail and 

delivered by our local "postie" to my house here, in Cyprus, courtesy of the (most 

definitely not privatised) Tachythromeion Kyprou (Cyprus Post Office). Bearing 

in mind bank holidays etc, I cannot fault the service from any of the three 

providers; Amazon, Royal Mail and the Cyprus Post Office. 

Compare and contrast this happy tale with my experience of last Christmas, when 

I ordered, on line, a present for my grandson, to be delivered to my daughter's 

home in Scotland. The order was placed, from memory, on 4th December and 

delivery was promised within days. Then came the snow! Cheerful red "Postie" 

vans were to be seen battling their way through. But of promised delivery of 

present for grandson, there was none. 

It eventually transpired that the parcel had, indeed, been delivered (just) before 

Christmas---- but to the wrong address! ---- where it lay until early January, when 

people began to return from their hols. That hardly put me in good odour with my 

grandson. 

In short, we need a postal service which is based on local knowledge and an ethos 

of providing a service to the community, with proper conditions available to it's 
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practitioners. In other words, The Big Society --- not the Cameroon version of 

"money first". 

48) kbg541  

29 April 2011 1:14PM 

Amzon Uk is already using non-Royal mail carriers for many of their home 

deliveries. They are rubbish. I stopped ordering bulky stuff from Amazon since 

then. 

49) jekylnhyde  

29 April 2011 1:21PM 

The postal service down here in SW France is fine. I sent some money to my 

daughter in England and the english postie nicked it. I don't register them any 

more. It just tells them there's something valuable inside. 

50) goodcupoftea  

29 April 2011 1:36PM 

Won't somebody think of the Grandparents!  

I really feel for the older generation who, should this happen, will really struggle. 

My nan's ninety this year and has no concept of email etc. All her bills and 

correspondence are through the post these days since she's been a bit to deaf to 

use the phone. Even family friends in their sixties and seventies, who we expect to 

be around for quite some time still, are increasingly relying on snail mail. 

I used to buy and sell a lot of things on ebay and I've never had a problem with 

the post. Most problems associated with Royal Mail are usually due to the people 

at either end, truly shooting the messenger. 

51) Hampshirehogs  

29 April 2011 1:52PM 

As somebody who sends around 450 small packets a month here's the results 

Any thing under 2kg goes Royal Mail, mostly unrecorded so out of a total sent 

this year of around 1200, 3 missing and 2 bad delays. 

Items over 2kg, 35 sent in the last 6 weeks with Myhermes the latest one to get a 

chance, 4 destroyed, beyond use, and we are talking robust items well packed, 1 

damaged by water, 5 missing even though they are barcoded, 4 later found but 

weeks later, part of a complete trailer load on its way to the central hub in 
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Nuneaton which they managed to misplace.  

Its the third courier I have tried, all with the same failure rate, and to add insult to 

injury, all operate an expensive phone number to ring, the ones that make a nice 

profit for the company. 

52) altwebid  

29 April 2011 1:52PM 

RM is a public service. Why on earth should it make a profit? 

53) asilly  

29 April 2011 1:54PM 

Righthook,  

DHL and FedEx are very good at what they do, but they don't have a 

responsibility to deliver the whole country's mail like RM does. Indeed, they'd 

probably lose interest if this was a condition of their entry into the UK market, 

since there's little profit in delivering to remote areas like Skye etc. They can 

make their money out of cherrypicking the most profitable services, whereas 

Royal Mail can't - as a result, it suffers; somewhere between private and public is 

not a good place to be. The point of having a postal service, as I see it, is not just 

as a business opportunity. It is a public good and should be judged on how it 

serves the public, like health and education. 

54) Hampshirehogs  

29 April 2011 1:56PM 

Righthook 

Get back to the Royal Wedding and stop making things up. 

55) vincet  

29 April 2011 2:00PM 

righthook, first of all it wasn't Gordon Browns to privatise Royal Mail it was 

Mandelsons. The idea was not to fully privatise Royal Mail but to find an investor 

who would buy 49% of the business. I am fully aware that this would of led to the 

eventual full privatisation but there was many differences between the two ideas. 

In my opinion both of them were unacceptable. It just goes to show though that at 

least the Labour party listened and eventually scrapped the idea whereas this lot 

have spoken to no one and just pressed ahead with the same old Tory doctrine. 
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As for your first post, do you honestly believe you will get the same service from 

that courier for the same price once Royal Mail is no more ?. You will see exactly 

the same situation as with the utilities, they will get together , hike the prices up 

and there will be nothing you can do. Although i do find your comments quite ill 

informed as Royal Mail has never had a monopoly on parcels anyway, there has 

always been competition in the parcel sector. 

As someone pointed out , there is nothing wrong with competition but when the 

other firms have access to Royal Mail at a below market rate that isnt competition 

thats firms being given preferrential treatment by the regulator. 

56) thesistersofmercy  

29 April 2011 2:06PM 

KingCnutCase  

29 April 2011 12:18PM 

@secondclasspost 

Bravo. 

I am sick and tired of these articles about the Royal Mail that fails to make clear 

that EU law requires postal markets to be opened to competition.  

Neither the previous Labour government nor the current Conservative 

government has any choice in this 

Absolute tosh - they are also compelled to meet targets for carbon emissions in 

London and all over the UK - will they do it? No. 

The british government will wriggle out of anything it really doesn't want to do - 

and there are too many people who stand to gain fortunes from this sell off for 

there to be any impetus to do that. 

I love the way in which right wing politicans and apologists blame the EU for 

eveything that goes wrong economically and then use it as an excuse for things 

they want to do anyway. 

57) harwin  

29 April 2011 2:20PM 

I have worked at Royal Mail as a postman for 8 years. It's funny all managers in 

Royal Mail seem to be failed postman. I'm studying part time for a degree and 

can't wait to get out of this failing company. Decades of mis-mangement from the 

very top, i.e. the government, have got us where we are today. I'm afraid this 
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article is spot on and there is no fight left in the workforce for more strikes. Most 

postman are like me, they have seen what's coming and are re-training, doing their 

best to get a 'proper' job.  

RIP Royal Mail. 

58) starlingnl  

29 April 2011 2:28PM 

This isn't a "Dutch" system, it's a British one. For some inexplicable reason the 

Dutch like copying the British, and privatisation is one of the things they've 

copied. Even though they must be able to see that it fails every time. 

59) SecondClassPost  

29 April 2011 2:30PM 

@SistersOfMercy. 

"We have reached a stage where EU directives now account for approximately 

half of national law with Britain having less than 10 per cent of the votes in the 

key decision-making bodies. Some of the directives coming out of Brussels have 

huge implications for the organisation and delivery of public services. We have 

seen the profitable parts of the Royal Mail handed over to big private companies 

and the railway system fragmented. Now, as Ed Miliband made clear in the House 

of Commons on March 16, the coalition’s National Health Service reforms will, 

because of EU competition law, open the door to yet more privatisation. David 

Cameron could not come back on this point." 

Kelvin Hopkins, Labour MP for Luton North, 18 April 2011, writing in the 

fiercely Thatcherite Tribune magazine:  

http://www.tribunemagazine.co.uk/2011/04/people’s-pledge-to-let-the-voters-

decide/ 

Opposition to the EU is not a right-versus-left thing: Tony Benn, Norman Tebbit 

and Kelvin Hopkins are anti EU; David Cameron, Ed Miliband and Michael 

Heseltine are not. 

60) ammypam  

29 April 2011 2:31PM 

EVERY privatisation is a disaster for the public. 
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61) thesistersofmercy  

29 April 2011 2:41PM 

"SecondClassPost  

29 April 2011 2:30PM 

We have reached a stage where EU directives now account for approximately half 

of national law  

yes but how much of it do we comply with? 

Still buy carpet measured in feet and inches? How can that be? 

British roads following the agreed European standard for naming - no. 

British beaches meeting EU water quality standards - too often - no. 

My point is that th UK will wriggle out of what it doesn't want to do. 

Watch them dodge the emission standards required by the IOC before the 

Olympics! Will we reduce emission - no. 

62) maiaH  

29 April 2011 2:54PM 

I heard they wanted to sell it to TNT. They're the national mail service in Holland 

and they're crap, i lived there. They left everyone's bank details lying around too. 

63) bojimbo261  

29 April 2011 3:05PM 

And yet , if there`s something the union doesn`t like - " strike , all out " . 

64) noirnoirnoir  

29 April 2011 3:09PM 

Royal Mail lose all the parcels i don't send recorded delivery. Fact. 

65) harwin  

29 April 2011 3:10PM 

@ bojimbo261 
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The union is only as strong as the membership. The membership is dwindling and 

will not support a strike again. 

66) ammypam  

29 April 2011 3:20PM 

bojimbo - it's unions which have got most of your human and workers' rights that 

you take for granted. 

67) compaid  

29 April 2011 3:22PM 

Just another national system going to pot. 

68) discobedient  

29 April 2011 3:24PM 

Snail mail... surprising it still exists actually, we should prepare for a future where 

there is only a need for parcel delivery, everything else will be electronic. It's a 

dying industry. 

69) gosling  

29 April 2011 3:58PM 

The EU has decreed that all member states' services must be open to competition 

by next year. 

I have no problem with competition with the Royal Mail. Just make any 

competitor have to abide by the same rules - i.e. universal service to all parts of 

the UK six days a week. 

70) vincet  

29 April 2011 4:09PM 

bojimbo, Being a member of the cwu I cant actually remember going on strike 

over privatisation but i'll bow to your superior Knowledge. 

harwin, i think you're very much mistaken , being a CWU member for 27 years 

one thing i can assure you when the CWU's membership are called upon to 

support their Union they normally back them overwhelmingly with even workers 
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not in the union joining the strikes but as ive already said i dont actually recall 

being asked to back a strike at this stage. 

71) nickmannion  

29 April 2011 4:19PM 

Its a 'folksy' defence but true.... 

Over 5 years of doing a bit of trading on Ebay (mainly selling but sometimes 

buying) in over 5000 transactions (inc approx 500 to or from overseas) only 1 

item was lost/undelivered/not returned in the UK...... and that was during a strike 

when casual labour was brought in...The Post Office refunded the value of the 

item when I went through the claim process too... 

Of the overseas mail approx 10% of postings were problematic..... 

Make of this what you will but why would we change the UK post if, in my 

experience, it is that good?? Wouldn't be down to yet another industry and 

infrastructure paid for by the tax payers so all in place to feed the greed of some 

private company....could it?? 

Will we ever learn.... 

72) ledicko  

29 April 2011 4:25PM 

@moose2001  

You are dead right about France and the French postal service. State monopoly 

full of civil servants who cant be fired and who consider theft to be a perk of the 

job. Anything resembling a book or CD send non registered in France will 

disappear 9 times out of 10. Most online retailers do not even offer the option of 

using the regular postal service. It is recorded delivery or a more expensive 

private carrier as this is the only guarantee that it will be delivered. 

Worst of all is that the general public accept that no one has the right to expect 

that a regular post service can be relied upon to deliver the mail without paying 

for a premium service. 

The Royal Mail isnt perfect but it is still miles ahead of what we have here in 

France. A State owned monopoly is not the perfect solution people seem to think 

it is. 

73) junius  
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29 April 2011 4:25PM 

Fantastic piece. The reality of privatisation is precisely this- deskilling jobs, 

indifferent service and nothing put in for the future in terms of R and D. And TNT 

not even making much of a profit out of this barebones careless service.  

Next week the Postal Services Bill- the selloff Bill- goes to the Lords for Report 

stage. Its a very important stage because their Lordships will be discussing 

whether a 100 percent sell off should go ahead, questions of employee share 

ownership, and the vital Inter Business Agreement between Royal Mail and the 

Post Office( whether the new owners, whoever they are, will give the Post Office 

network the current amount of business without which thousands of post offices 

will just close). THe Government is not doing much listening to objections to this 

Bill so far- we need some more public interest not to say outrage in the fact that a 

key part of the UK public realm is just being flogged off. 

Some of the comments- nobody writes letters anymore etc- are right but wrong 

too. They ignore the future potential of the Post Office network. Currently of 

course there is a huge internet mail trade to replace letters trade, but much more 

important, having a public network of post offices for information exchange, 

public services, advice, and - we'd say- hugely improved financial services, could 

make our local economies stronger and our public services better delivered. 

Destroying a trusted, national, skilled and accessible publicly run network of post 

offices is complete folly. Who knows what they might be used for in future? 

74) Belco  

29 April 2011 4:27PM 

I remember a few years back when Royal Mail justified an increase in postal rates 

on increased costs related to competition. Clearly this was BS but I thought "if 

competition means higher charges - I'd rather not have competition." 

It reminded me of an anecdote in one of Bill Bryson's books - staying on the 2nd 

floor of a hotel, he saw a notice where the ice machine had been saying "for your 

comfort and convenience, the ice machine has been moved to the 4th floor." 

75) 1649  

29 April 2011 4:33PM 

I feel physically sick when I read these articles.  

Sick about the wrecking of decent public services and the ruination of the lives of 

ordinary working people within them. 

Sick about the disempowerment of the electorate and the corrupting of our 

democracy by corporate interest. 

Sick about the complicity of our hypocritical political elite who would sell their 
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own mother for a quick buck and short term advantage whilst using weasel words 

in spurious justification. 

Will we never learn? our elite = of whatever colour stripe= serve only their own 

and big monies interest. 

Alternative vote? No, don't vote and destroy the pretense of their legitimacy 

76) publicgymnast  

29 April 2011 4:53PM 

I am a postman. Along the southcoast, the union is when able undertaking manual 

counts of letters as Royal Mail has fiddled the figures by arbitrarily lowering the 

predicted number of letters/magazines in each tray. The results of the manual 

count are consistent. There is forty percent more mail than the quoted figure based 

on a model apparently devised wholly to self justify cuts.And three bags is a tiny 

amount of mail compared to the or newer member of staff. I have up to ten bags, 

we just have to bring it back and dump it in the office its impossible to 

deliver.Sometimes thanks to cuts the mail gets left for over a week. This is Royal 

Mails 'modernisation' 

77) publicgymnast  

29 April 2011 4:54PM 

That should read compared to a younger or newer member of staff. I wish 

jpournos wouldnt take unquestioningly the management line on volumes 

78) publicgymnast  

29 April 2011 4:57PM 

And you can stick safety moles where the sun dont shine we dont like being 

patronised 

79) treesponge  

29 April 2011 5:09PM 

Privatised Post: Chekov or Kafka? 

I have lived in Amsterdam and London since 2004, thus have witnessed the 

gradual privatisation – and commensurate degradation – of first Dutch and now 

Royal mail first-hand. 
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This, beyond staff disgruntlement, branch closure, loss of confidence and general 

breakdown of services, led to the following recent conversation (in Dutch) in a 

branch.  

I (having walked in with a letter and a EUR1 coin): "Hello, I'd like to post this to 

Rotterdam please." 

Privatised Postal Worker (PPW): "That's 44 cents." 

(I hand over the EUR1 coin to pay for the stamp). 

PPW: "I'm sorry, that's EUR1.12"  

I: "I thought you said it was 44 cents?" 

PPW: "Yes, but you're only sending one letter. It's not possible to buy just one 

stamp." 

I: "But I only wish to send one letter. I only want to pay 44 cents." 

PPW: "Then you must buy the pack of 10. That costs EUR4,40. 44 cents each. A 

single stamp costs EUR1.12" 

I: "But what must I do with the other nine stamps?" 

PPW: "Save them for another day." 

I: "But what happens if the postage rate rises?" 

PPW: "Then you'll need to buy more stamps." 

I: "I only have EUR1 on me." 

PPW: "Then I can't help you." 

I: "So you're saying I can't mail a single letter with a single stamp at the standard 

rate to a local destination." 

PPW: "No. Next!" 

Kafka eat your heart out. Or should that be Chekov? 

80) LoveLondon  

29 April 2011 5:22PM 
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Other communication services seem to work well in the market, for example 

broadband and phone. The competition is forcing providers to do value packages. 

The world is quickly moving on with letters not as important to communication as 

before. 

Why is it even being considered for privatisation, out of interest..... 

81) LaNausea  

29 April 2011 5:43PM 

Just another British institution they want to dismantle and sell off to their mates 

for bargain prices. 

82) ridswi  

29 April 2011 5:54PM 

We live in the Netherlands and have expeienced the nose dive in the postal 

service first hand. Letters are regularly delivered to the wrong address. If an 

expected letter fails to arrive you never know who is responsible. 

We had the same postman for years turning up at the same time every day 

providing a good service. Now he has been replaced by students and part time 

workers who are only allowed to work 15 hours a week and don't get paid enough 

to care what happens to the mail. 

83) siltec  

29 April 2011 6:00PM 

I do not care who delivers my mail. So long as the following basic rules are 

followed by all parties. 

1 Public collection boxes available 24/7 for letters and small packets. 

2 Fixed rates for anywhere in the UK 

3 Most deliveries within a couple of days 

4 Delivery through my letter box 6 days a week 

5 Non deals between competitors. So if A wants B to deliver the final mile A pays 

B's going rate. 

Playing field is now level. Let the competition begin. 

84) royalmailchat  

29 April 2011 6:08PM 
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LOL 1 to 5 is a non starter!! 

85) vincet  

29 April 2011 6:09PM 

slitec, so you dont care how much you pay for posting a letter as long as its the 

same price for everyone. The private companies will love you when you see the 

price of a stamp rise to a pound a letter. 

86) martinusher  

29 April 2011 6:29PM 

This is a really important piece that deserves wide distribution. 

We forget that this is what mail service was like before Roland Hill introduced the 

universal national service back around 1840. Service was chaotic, expensive and 

delivery was hit and miss (unless you paid for a courier). The universal postal 

service was seen as a way of unifying the country and rationalizing government 

and commerce. 

The same thing could be said for utilities. Electricity was brought under national 

control (by a Conservative government) in the 1920s because the system was 

fragmented and subject to foreign ownership, ownership that didn't necessarily 

have the national interest foremost. 

There's nothing wrong with making a profit from utilities but there has to be an 

undertstanding that universal service is paramount. This is why utilities have 

traditionally been exempted from monopoly legislation -- the bargain was that 

utilities have a monopoly but in return their commercial policies and profits are 

subject to regulation. We have abandoned this for a free-for-all with toothless 

oversight organizations paying lip service to the public interest, with the result 

that the quality of life is descending to third world standards. 

87) 1sthand  

29 April 2011 6:37PM 

It would be a shame to privatise RM.  

RM have more to do than just making maximum profits. It ensures Britain has a 

mail service which is accessible to all, whether you live in the city or out in the 

sticks.  
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Private companies only want the profitable routes. We can expect small villages 

and even towns sidelined if RM get's privatised.  

If we really put our heads to it, costs can be cut without too much effect on 

workers or productivity. We already have machines sorting mail.  

Why not investment in electric bikes/tricycles for posties so that they can do their 

round quicker?  

Limiting 2nd class mails to every other day delivery 

and I am sure there are many more.  

Granted, it may still be cheaper if privatised(at expense of quality) but we should 

sometimes look at the long term and for the overall good. Not just max profit max 

profit as usual. 

88) marbleflat  

29 April 2011 6:54PM 

"That's a lot of money in current terms," said Guy Buswell, the chief executive of 

UK Mail, 

 

..contemplating his half-a-million quid a year remuneration package, 

"My drivers who deliver parcels have to struggle to get £300 in their pay packets 

before tax and they work a lot longer hours than postmen do." 

89) tomnorton  

29 April 2011 7:09PM 

Let the royal owners decide what they want ! 

90) alexguy  

29 April 2011 7:35PM 

Oh for goodness sake, mail delivery is one of the basic services a government 

should be able to carry out. Privatizing is not the answer for inherently 

governmental services. 

91) rmassart  

29 April 2011 7:41PM 
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@Hampshirehogs 

Why are you not using the Royal Mail for ALL your delivers instead of just those 

under 2.5kg? Would it be to do with cost? 

On the one hand we're all complaining about the sale of the Royal Mail on the 

otherhand we all switch to the cheapest provider as soon as we can. You can't 

have it both ways. If you want well paid posties and deliveries 6 days a week by 

motivated, friendly staff who take a minute to chat to you instead of shoving a 

"you weren't in card through the box, then you need to be willing to pay for this. 

But then you also want it all to be cheap as chips and finally to pay lower taxes 

and therefore not subsidise the Royal Mail. 

But anyway... who actually still posts letters - other than for Xmas and birthdays? 

I would say the bulk of mailing nowadays is delivering online orders and 

advertising mailshots. And they are businesses and make a calculated decision: 

we'd rather loose X% of our post in return for paying Y% less than with Royal 

Mail. Where X and Y are purely based on business objectives. 

What is happening in Holland and elsewhere is simply discouraging people to use 

a service they already barely use as is. Essentially the postal services are signing 

their own death certificate. So be it: We're all on Facebook and Twitter now 

anyway... 

92) Destry54  

29 April 2011 8:35PM 

@Righthook 

Last time I went into a Post Office it was filthy, smelt of urine and had a queue 30 

deep for a solitary open window 

Really? 

REALLY? 

REALLY? 

93) Theokie  

29 April 2011 8:35PM 

I was a postman for over thirty years. It was a great job when I started in the 

sixties as described in the book by Roy Mayall called 'Dear Granny Smith.' 

People used to say that they could set their watch by the time that I (and my 
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fellow postmen/women) delivered their letters each day. There was a pride in the 

job. Then they announced that the second delivery was to be abolished and one 

delivery would be the norm. Actually the FIRST delivery was abolished and we 

all now get our mail much later in the day. The 'walks' are also much increased in 

delivery time from two and a half hours to up to four hours. I wrote to the CWU 

and asked what arrangements have been made for the staff to have toilet breaks 

with the longer delivery spans. No answer was forthcoming. All the staff that I 

know are counting the days till they can retire or leave the service. 

94) Destry54  

29 April 2011 8:40PM 

Actually the FIRST delivery was abolished 

So there is only one delivery, the SECOND??????? 

Who says postmen can't count? 

95) chloelin  

29 April 2011 8:45PM 

metrosechick, I agree with you heartily. But Thatcher had no right to steal our 

electricity, our gas, our coal, our railways (the Clapham rail crash was a direct 

result of signal wiring installation being taken from British Rail), our steel and 

many other things. They were flogged off shamefully cheap and the money spent 

on tax cuts for the rich. The result is inevitable - rising prices and falling service - 

because a private company is not there to sell gas or run a post office. It is there to 

make profit for its shareholders. 

96) bonds  

29 April 2011 8:50PM 

Soon after this interview a member of the dutch elite was caught saying on Dutch 

TV 

"We've never had it so good" 

Or was it a member of the British elite i can't remember. ??? 

 

One thing is certain normal people are getting shafted all over the world on the 

back of sheer greed from the few. Of course we all deserve it cause we are 
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nothing more than a bunch of cowards. Our ancestors who fought in world wars 

would be ashamed of us 

They'll keep on taking and taking and taking as their greed knows no bounds. For 

as long as we let them. 

So it is all or own fault. 

97) bonds  

29 April 2011 8:52PM 

It is no use the english middle class pointing blame here there and everywhere just 

look in the mirror and wake up to the fact that your a coward. 

98) racquetdynamics  

29 April 2011 8:54PM 

I post quite a lot of items to all kinds of countries. I can tell you right now that the 

Slovenian postal service is 100% EXCELLENT. And I am talking about internal 

deliveries and international post and parcels to foreign countries. Just superb, a 

pleasure to use, thankfully. 

I sent something to Russia a few weeks ago and it made it there fine. 

Re. Belgium and Netherlands, I am surprised. I have sent a fair few items there 

and they arrive in like 2 or 3 days! Never a problem, luckily. 

Japan Post is the mack daddy of postal services. I mean they have the worst 

natural disaster in the history of the world, and sure enough, all items (even ones 

that are not registered) arrive in a week OR LESS!!!!! Just totally unbelievable. 

They just know how to do things PROPERLY there. I have done business with 

some of them, Japanese people are just a pleasure to deal with. 

US Postal Service is generally good, as is Royal Mail. The Italian postal service is 

EXCELLENT, as long as you send things registered. Otherwise they get stolen. 

I did lose a valuable item recently though, thanks to Royal Mail. It was tracked to 

Heathrow and went missing from there. Still waiting for the results of the 

investigation. Luckily this has not happened often though. 

If people want to learn about how to run a postal service (or anything, really), go 

to Japan and observe genius at work. 

99) DanCooper71  
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29 April 2011 9:00PM 

The comparison of the Dutch model to newspaper delivery is both apt and scary. I 

had many newspaper deliverers over the years that I had home delivery, and a 

good half of them were utterly useless. Many times, you never knew when (or 

whether) your paper would arrive, or where it would be put. And why? Because 

the kid delivering was an "independent contractor" with no supervision, not very 

competent, and the job was third or fourth (or tenth) on his priority list. Then you 

got the subs when the regular kid was away, and they of course were just plain 

clueless. Is this what we want for our mail? I don't think so! 

100) Kowloonacy  

29 April 2011 9:01PM 

Here in Hong Kong, the publicly owned postal service (which was branded Royal 

Mail until the 1997 handover) consistently makes a profit while providing an 

excellent and low-cost service. Perhaps it's worth studying how they do it? 

101) mrt2931  

29 April 2011 9:05PM 

I think this video sums up quite well what the Royal Mail possibly is, and, what it 

possibly could be... 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74_Qx4Z24z0 

102) lastpost  

29 April 2011 9:15PM 

destry54 

what theokie means is that the first delivery now leaves the office at the time the 

second deliuvery used to, posties can coung but r often dislexic and cant spel 

103) JonDess  

29 April 2011 9:28PM 

Strange how the way to incentivise the managers is to offer them larger salaries 

and share options while to incentivise the coal-face workers they get lower pay, 

worse conditions, casualised workforce, 1 hour contracts etc etc. Truly another 

example of the parasites at the top screwing the workers who do the actual work. 
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104) JonDess  

29 April 2011 9:35PM 

Righthook : "DHL and FedEx deliver my parcels. Like most people I stopped 

using letters and paper billing years ago." 

Good for you - DHL and FedEx are f**king useless when it comes to deliveries to 

rural properties, either they can't find the house or they don't try and then claim to 

have been unable to reach the house (summer or winter). Their drivers aRe 

compeltely clueless and the times they do manage to find us it usually involves 

me answering several phone calls and "talking them in" to the house. 

The RM postie, by comparison, knows where we live, is perpared to visit us every 

day (and in really bad snow delivers to a neighbour who either passes post on or 

calls to let us know). 

chalk and cheese - and I know which one gives the best service. 

105) tristamshandy  

29 April 2011 10:26PM 

@StingrayBass 
My experience with the Deutsche Post has been the exact opposite. I send stuff to 

my in-laws in the Heidelberg area, and it gets there, 95% of the time, on the next 

day. I get stuff from California, on average about 5-6days later (record has been 

three days). There has been packages delivered by DHL which have arrived 3 

days, maybe four, later, but much of the time it arrives one or two days later. My 

opinion is that the Deutsche Post is very effecient (my experience), and I do not 

think it has been privatised (maybe partially?), although there is at least one 

private postal company that I know of working in Bavaria.  

In any case, I live opposite of you, in a completely different world - Bavaria. it 

certainly could be different up there in Berlin. 

Cheers 

106) BadDog  

29 April 2011 11:34PM 

She had three bags of mail that day. While she was delivering the first batch, a 

van would be dropping the other bags off at "safe drops" where she'd pick them 

up later. 

I worked as a postie for a few months, in a Royal Mail delivery office in an outer 

East-London suburb.  
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The work load was horrendous. The average daily load was seven bags of mail, 

all well over the 16 kg maximum (the only time the management made sure 

everyone complied was when inspectors were rumoured to be making a visit). 

The shift started at 5am, but most people came in at 3am or 3:30am to sort their 

mail (unpaid) as this was the only way to sort and deliver the mail in the time 

allocated. 

Privatisation is going to make this worse? God help them. 

107) BadDog  

29 April 2011 11:52PM 

Righthook 

29 April 2011 12:59PM 

I love how its now "the 'Evil' Tories privatizing the Royal Mail". 

Some people have short memories..... 

It was Gordon Brown's idea originally: 

No it wasn't, it was the Evil Tory Michael Hesaltine, back in 1994.  

Some Tories have conveniently short memories... 

Michael Heseltine, President of the Board of Trade, is pressing for early 

privatisation of the Royal Mail against strong opposition from Cabinet ministers 

and party managers who want to defer or shelve the plan. 

John Major has stepped into the conflict over whether privatisation should go 

ahead amid doubts in sections of the Government about the wisdom of such a 

potentially controversial measure in the third session of the current Parliament. 

 

Heseltine faces opposition to early Royal Mail sell-off - The Independant 28 

March 1994 

108) Johnnightflyer  

30 April 2011 12:03AM 

I used to work for Royal mail in the 80's n 90's i could see this coming then. If i 

worked for a company like the companys depicted in the netherlands i would burn 

the backlog mounting up in my hallway and toilet and to hell with it. Its mostly 

junkmail anyway (used to be called mailsort in this country) As was stated the 
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company dont question more containers going out than coming back so why 

should i give a f*uck. As long as they get payed for incoming mail and dont give 

a toss about outgoing mail why should I? Burn it....or dispose of somehow. 

Maybe when they start to lose contracts they might treat the staff better. I was just 

glad to get out. I took 'early Voluntary retirement' at the age of 38 and my payoff 

cost the company nothing. It came out of the pension fund, another fiddle. The 

Labour part were all for the sell off as well as the Tory's..........But then......What 

are 'New Labour'?.......Tory wannabees...I rest my case. 

109) ZeroZero2  

30 April 2011 1:08AM 

Anyone who thinks the Royal Mail is bad should try sending mail from Belgium. 

A small envelope can cost several pounds to send abroad, and a book can cost up 

to £30 to send. I got a whole box of stuff delivered for free from England and on 

that same day authorised a similarly sized and weighed box to be sent do 

Germany for £150. It's a total rip-off. Oh, and there is no Saturday service at all. 

Anyone who complains about the UK mail service should try it out here first. You 

don't know you're living. 

110) Johnnightflyer  

30 April 2011 1:09AM 

The world as we new it is fucked.......sold off to big business .......To sum it all up 

we are doomed.............God help us all.......Jobs have gone down the 

pan.......spending power has gone down the pan........Life as we new it has gone 

down the pan......Welcome to the streets.....goodnight. 

111) gixxerman006  

30 April 2011 1:18AM 

Righthook  

29 April 2011 12:59PM 

I love how its now "the 'Evil' Tories privatizing the Royal Mail". 

Some people have short memories..... 

It was Gordon Brown's idea originally: 

No it wasn't, it was Heseltine's idea before the 1997 election. 
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.....and if the RM is privatised it will be this tory gang and their LibDem 

accomplices because self-evidently Labour did not privatise the RM, no matter 

what idea or plans were floated at the time. 

In fact Labour is currently naval-gazing and finding out it is excactly these sort of 

'policy ideas' which turned the majority off of them. 

The real shame here is anyone believed Cameron's lies and broken promises that 

the tory part would not hurt the public services the people value, NHS & PO 

being prime examples. 

But of course 'the people' will be ignored as we get an even worse crap service 

foisted upon us (once they starve the service of funding & investment & force 

stamp/potsing charges up even further). 

It's outrageous......but it will at least serve as yet another reminder of what the tory 

party are really like and how they haven't actually changed a bit. 

112) gixxerman006  

30 April 2011 1:25AM 

Johnnightflyer  

Its mostly junkmail anyway 

Why on earth we ever allowed our postal service to be taken over & clogged up 

by that crap in the 1st place amazes me. 

If business imagined anyone really wanted it they ought to have had a private 

service for that pointless crap, but of course it would go bust in seconds flat as it 

is the very definition of unasked for & unwanted garbage. 

But now the mail service people actually value is to be sacrificed because of the 

lie that nobody sends physical things that cannot be emailed or texted anymore. 

Quite how we ever managed before is never considered, we used to have a lot of 

things that now are, apparantly, impossible and too costly (2 deliveries a day for 

instance, and usually at a regular dependable time). 

Anyone who dreams that privatised service is going to be an improvement is 

deluded or lying. 

113) Novelist  

30 April 2011 2:26AM 
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decrepit postal Gormenghast, breathing the ancient institutional smell of its 

stairwells, treading the worn parquet flooring and flicking paper into dark 

pigeonholes to the cacophony of clashing music stations.  

 

With metaphors like these, what are you doing writing for a newspaper? Great! 

114) FearlessFreep  

30 April 2011 5:06AM 

And the worst thing is that no matter how badly this privatization works, New 

Labour is likely to treat it as irreversible. (Cowards!) 

115) Adkult  

30 April 2011 6:37AM 

Don't let the Spanish politicians here about this. Mail delivery is excellent in 

Spain. 

116) avoidtaxliketheg  

30 April 2011 9:06AM 

Ex postman. 

RM should only deliver mail under the following conditions. 

1 All tower blocks or buildings with mutliple occupants must  

have all postboxes on the entrance or near. 

to many times the lifts do not work are connot get access to building,  

and staircases unclean slippery are just have scum hanging around  

blocking postie's path. You cant leave anything unlocked in these places 

as your neighbour will nick your mail trolly as soon as he gets a chance. 

Why these morons steal your mail is beyond me as none of them can read. 

2 All post boxes must be a standard, big enought to mail large envelopes to fit. 

Polstie's spend to long trying to fit all large envolopes and packages inti too 

smallpost boxes, that usual hace some kind of guard making it even more difficult 

. Some folks think its great getting a postbox that can only a thin letter through 

and then complain when their mail is folded or put next to box as it can't fit. 

3 All boxes at house gate, postie's should not have to enter your garden. 

Any post box located on the floor that a postie has to stoop to showed  

be ignored. 
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4 Local town council can deliver your own fancy shiny magazines that weighs 

a ton and full of nothing but crap that the tax payer has to foot the bill and I  

received 1 pênny or something stupid for delivrering this bollocks. 

I never agreed to this, in his wisdom my depot manager arranged that deal. 

Me to be honest would bin all mail with no name on it, especially Town Hall  

magazines telling all how great life is in their neck of the woods. 

And that goes for any mail with no name, the post is not around to deliver this 

bullshit, its not mail its advertising. Posties get some stupid amount for delivering 

this crap but it amounts to not even making it worthwhile even if  

I was an untouchable living in an indian slum. 

6 Any person spitting, insulting, assulting or even touching to be prosecuted 

with Union backing. Although I have no real faith in any Union steward, they are  

lazy and usually mates with your manager and do not have postie's best interests 

in mind. 

 

7 Get the drop off boxes working, you can't expect someone to go around  

pushing a trolly weighing 80 kg in all weather for less than 10 k a year. 

And expect them to work 10 hours starting at 5:30 finnishing at 2 pm 

usually with no paid lunch, we cant take a lunch break when you are on your 

walk, so what happens is posties usually have no LB, if they do its never an hour, 

more like 10 min. 

That would make a start, to be honest I was amazed at the way the public  

thinks they can treat postmen. It seems to me people are pissed of with  

Local TC, the government the police whatever, but then they see a postman doing 

his walk, wearing his uniform, ahhh a representiive of this Government 

and then think they have the right to talk to you like I am theirs to treat like shit  

because their lifes are fucked up.  

After doing this job for a while between jobs it became clear I had to get out as  

I was very soon going assualt someone, I came to loath every single person on my 

walk, from the African that would chase me down the street as the letter I 

delivered to him had the last council flat occupants name on it. I could never 

get it through his head that the RM does not keep tabs on who lives where 

but we try deliver to the address. This he could not grasp and it would take  

10 mins I did not have explain to the moron. Then the other crazy woman that  

would attack me when ever I tried putting mail in her letter box. List goes on 

but hey it was never as bad as working for Sainsbuty's, now there you have  

the crappest place I have ever had the bad luck to work at. Bone idle management, 

most of them overweight as well and carry one like school prefects. Yep in fact 

I'll tell you the brach as well DOg Kennel Rod  

near Dulwich, canteen food on the night shift is not even fit for animals to eat. 
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117) muscleguy  

30 April 2011 9:28AM 

Half the Royal Mail's problem is a monolithic management structure that decrees 

without caring about local conditions. At the end of last year, before the ice and 

snow hit, they imposed those trolleys on our deliveries and it all went to hell for a 

very good reason*. They were behind when the weather really hit and then it just 

imploded, our local sorting office (Dundee East) resembled that Dutch woman's 

house, stacked the roof with crates of mail. 

*The houses around here are separated by low stone walls you can just step over. 

Posties simply do what we do when visiting the neighbours, we just step over. 

The Postie can, starting next door north head south for at least 5 houses without 

once going on the footpath. We are all set back around 15m from the road. You 

can't take a trolley over the walls so the distance walked went up enormously 

when they were forced to use the trolleys. The Royal Mail blamed the weather but 

everyone knows different. 

The trolleys have gone, but the number of incorrectly delivered mail has gone up. 

We regularly get mail clearly addressed for the neighbours. Mind you a private 

courier driver tried to get me to sign for a parcel for the same numbered house one 

street over the other day. He didn't care, just wanted it delivered to someone, and 

then made someone else's problem. He grumped at me because of his mistake. I 

don't actually blame him, he was likely grumpy because he was overworked, 

underpaid and undervalued by his bosses. 

Also letters may have declined but I bet parcels have gone up with internet 

shopping and a significant volume of those can be hand delivered through the 

letterbox. For eg I sell my wife's used videogames on Amazon, put them in Jiffy 

bags and send them through our local sub post office. I bet that thought at one 

level they treat them now like other mail they don't actually count them as letters. 

118) muscleguy  

30 April 2011 9:30AM 

Oh and the union told RM that the trolleys wouldn't work here, and why. But this 

being Britain the knowledge and experience of people at the sharp end is 

discounted vs the pipe dreams of highly paid consultants so they were of course 

ignored until things got so bad they were forced to listen. 

119) RobertsRadio  

30 April 2011 9:49AM 
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I don't know what would be best to be honest with you. To stick with the debacle 

of a royal mail service we have now or to privatise it. 

The post office that i HAVE to use for work is a nightmare - I liken it to walking 

into the gates of hell! 

The staff are rude and seem to be delibrately slow, like they are daring you to say 

something and when people do (which is often!), the repsonse is belligerent stares 

and shrugs of shoulders. If you dare to really lose it with them and swear then 

they refuse to serve you and ban you! I have written two letters (as i'm sure have 

thousands of others who use this post office) only to be fobbed off by stupid 

excuses. 

It really doesn't help that the post office do everything nowadays from filing in 

forms for you, topping up your mobile, selling insurance, credit cards, taking 

passport photos and seemingly becoming a sort of immigration service! In my 

"work" post office they have queues of immigrants waiting for the staff to help 

them with their forms! 

I wish there was another way I could send a package recorded or to pick up forms 

- they don't have them on display, you have to queue for them for the sole purpose 

of the staff then trying to convince you that they can help you fill out the forms 

for a fiver! 

120) reddepostbodenl  

30 April 2011 10:32AM 

Hello every one 

I try my best to write in Englisch 

Here a message from Save the Postmen Holland. 

In Holland is the postmarked shit. 

From now till December 2012 TNT is going to throw out the postworkers!!! 

Also the goverment did open the postmarket the wrong way!!! 

We give you the tip FIGHT to the privatisation and liberalisation  

All ready left 23.000 postwerkers TNT to other jobs and 11.500 are going in the 

next 2 years. 

Many postwerkers in Holland write at the site: 

http://www.reddepostbode.nl/gastenboek/ 

The end of the postworkers in holland is almost there 

because TNT doesn't want them to go to anather part the company 

pakketservice. 

I hope that it is not to late for your job and say to you succes and fight for your 

jobs togehter 

Good luck every one !!! 

Save the Postmen Holland 
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121) TNTpostman  

30 April 2011 12:00PM 

Dear mister James Meek, 

It's a good thing you were talking about the employees at the competitors' 

(competitors of TNTpost. TNT post has taken over the good old PTT since 1989) 

mail companies. 

But you left out the real tragedy. The tragedy of being a full-time postman, which 

is the former State postman of The Netherlands. 

The situation is pretty bad to say at least. To say it at worst, the worst scenario 

case is being played out which will destroy the whole mail sector in the near 

future. 

And Oh My GOD, the full destruction is realy near. 

It's a combination of all tragedies and disasters ever happened! 

To illustrate some: 

- The Titanic 

- The Lutania 

- The HUGE betrayal on the Scot, William Wallace 

- All the ancient Greek tragedies 

The HUGE betrayal comes not only from politicians, but LARGELY (and curious 

enough) from the unions themselves! (the unions are: FNV, BVVP & CNV) 

The unions have given TNT permission to change the general employees' 

protection agreement. In Dutch this is called the: CAO. The CAO is attached to 

all privately signed work contracts. So, should the CAO change, the privately 

signed work contracts also change without the approval of the employee. The 

CAO is a backdoor which has to be guarded with ones own life by the unions, but 

all the unions did was to handover the key to the CAO and the old CAO has 

perished and unfortunaly, over some short time, we the real postman will perish 

also. 

Our profession as postman will be totaly abolished and kids, housewives and the 

elderly will take over all work. And after that will the worst case scenario end 

with a total collapse of the mail sector. 

Do YOU British people want this ALSO? I don't think so. You are warned and 

you can do something about it, here in The Netherlands it's too late. Nothing can 

stop this monster here in The Netherlands. 

122) TNTpostman  

30 April 2011 12:07PM 

I'm sorry. It's not "all the unions did was to handover the key to the CAO", it's: 

"all the unions did was to handover the key to TNTpost". 
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As you can see I'm very emotionaly about this and realy want to cry during 

writing this comment. So, please forgive me for the error made. Thank you, and 

God Bless. 

123) grisgris  

30 April 2011 12:31PM 

The Royal Mail delivers an awful lot of junk mail; you can opt out of this if you 

try hard but I don't because if it helps keep Postie in a job and helps keep a vital 

service afloat. But if it's privatised I won't accept it but have a horrible feeling I 

will no longer be allowed to opt. Junk mail will be too nice a little earner for 

private companies to lose and we'll get even more of it stuffed through our letter 

boxes (unless you live in very rural area then you'll probably get no junk or real 

mail either). 

124) Antonionio  

30 April 2011 1:18PM 

Well let's not exxagerate, Royal Mail's service isn't exactly first class at the 

moment, surely some privatisation would give it more scope to be more 

competitive. no? 

125) AndrewLong  

30 April 2011 1:23PM 

Trouble is RM's main market of delivering post is in long term decline. 

There will always be a market for delivering packages bought from online 

retailers as there will be for couriered documents. 

The rest of it can be done by email - sorry to say this but its a lot cheaper. 

Transporting and delivering bits of paper to home addresses is so inefficient 

compared with attaching it to an email. 

I wrote a letter today. I scanned it and then attached it to an email. Its gone and 

will be sitting in a recipients mailbox now. Zero cost. I put the same letter in an 

envelope, put stamp on it and posted it. Wont get there until Tuesday - may get 

lost and cost money. 

I appreciate all the arguments about keeping RM public but with a shrinking 

market - the cost of posting a letter will continue to rise steeply to allow RM to 

stay in business. 

126) ArthurTheCat  

30 April 2011 2:08PM 

@RobertsRadio 
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I think you're confusing Royal Mail (deliveries of letters & parcels) with Post 

Office Counters who run post offices - many of which are now franchised out 

anyway. 

127) TNTpostman  

30 April 2011 2:29PM 

@AndrewLong 

With all due respect, but you don't seem to understand. 

Most of the mail is from companies and not from the public. So, TNTpost makes 

100 erds of millions of euros each year and whereas BIG multinationals are deep 

in debt, TNTpost makes fortunes here in The Netherlands and is NOT 1 euro cent 

in debt! 

Sending is NOT the problem, but RECIEVING paper mail and so on is a big 

problem now and in the near future it will become a real tragedy for 

RECIEVERS/THE PUBLIC. 

The (paper) mail sector is being sunk by purpose/design not because of the rise 

and rise of email. 

128) enzo1990  

30 April 2011 2:44PM 

We divide our time between the UK and NL, and in the Netherlands, the quality 

of service has slowly declined for decades, and in the pat 2 years mail delivery 

suddenly has become very poor... the inability of TNT to forward important 

government information (this article explains why), the letter of apology about 

mail being 'lost' (after reading this I have a much clearer sense of how) and 

arriving 6 months late, receiving other people's post, the multiple deliveries in a 

day, deliverers who ignore the (city-supplied) note on the mail slot saying 'no 

unaddressed mail'... it's not my age. It really has become very, very poor just as a 

recipient.  

For the workers, what exactly is the point of having a legal minimum wage, if 

companies can fiddle with the hours so that you make less? For people with a 

25% or greater position, the Dutch system is good (health insurance, holidays, 

etc.) but this keep-it-under-20% is cheating. The picture in the article about who 

takes these jobs is, at least in the cities, not entirely honest. The people delivering 

in our area are NOT housewives looking for pin money. 

No matter whose idea it was for the UK to privatise the post, run away from the 

idea as fast as you can. 

129) TNTpostman  

30 April 2011 2:56PM 

@enzo1990 

The future slaves at TNTpost alias PostNL are: 
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- kids 

- elderly 

- housewives 

- the unemployed forced into SLAVERY 

Is this clear enough? You're welcome. Have a nice day. 

130) RobertsRadio  

30 April 2011 2:58PM 

ArthurTheCat  

I think you're confusing Royal Mail (deliveries of letters & parcels) with Post 

Office Counters who run post offices - many of which are now franchised out 

anyway 

. 

Really? I never knew that, I thought they were all the same thing.  

So if Post Office Counters are in effect private companies then that explains why 

the service is totally crap and the staff look like they don't give a toss! And also 

why my letters get me no where! 

I say keep Royal Mail in the public domain in that case! 

131) TNTpostman  

30 April 2011 3:05PM 

@enzo1990 

Oh sorry, It's more kind of: 

The PRESENT and future slaves at TNTpost alias PostNL are: 

- kids 

- elderly 

- housewives 

- the unemployed FORCED into SLAVERY 

- East Europeans and other newcomers in The Netherlands who will take ANY 

job 

- The hardcore/veteran high quality fulltime postmen (still there.. for the moment) 

132) TNTpostman  

30 April 2011 3:58PM 

And just with the Dutch public the British public cannot react properly because of 

ignorance of the true meaning of the abolishment of the professional postmen. 

The abolishment of the professional postmen has its concequences, such as: 

- DECLINE of the employee's salary across the whole of the economy/professions 

- DECLINE of cheap paper mail and package 

- DECLINE of employee's RIGHTS 

- DECLINE of economic activity related to the internet 

- DECLINE of PUBLIC communication (this especialy for the elderly & for those 

without access to the internet) 
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- DECLINE of the unions (because the unions choose the side of where the big 

money is) 

With the vanishing of the professional postman there will be the vanishing of 

civilization attached to it. 

But hey, who cares.. keep up the smile, and have nice day. 

133) nethlyn  

30 April 2011 3:59PM 

The postal service varies by area so we have the original postcode lottery from the 

British inventors of the postcode. The irony of living in an area where RM was 

deemed to have regularly failed its licence conditions is, I have problems with no 

more than 3 untracked/unrecorded deliveries per year and this morning, picked up 

a large package from a delivery office that has added a second day of 12-hour 

opening to accomodate busy employees rather than 7am-lunchtime save for one 

late Friday. What needs to change is Royal Mail's almost catch-all protection from 

being sued, which would be the biggest boot up the rear since EU competition for 

letters. Putting Recorded Delivery into the British Postal Services Act and the bill 

being read at the moment, rather than just European Law, would also help 

although it has improved purely because Special Delivery's price hike by almost 

50p in one year, has made Recorded more popular. 

@ Righthook, I have a DHL distribution point where I grew up, but no way would 

I want that to be the only place I could go to get mail, not if their attitude is that 

the addresses nearest to the depot can wait until last thing at night for their 

package. When Parcel2Go first started I had to stand there and argue the toss for 

half an hour until they went back and found my stuff. However it does depend on 

the grade of service used by the sender and the destination area. Sometimes DHL 

will be the best option by miles but for smaller items that fit through the letterbox 

where the customer's happy to wait, Royal Mail might still fine - in your case, 

clearly not for your area. 

At least if the junk mail is unnaddressed it can go straight back out into recycling, 

it's the junk from people I already dealt with that's a pain, but serves me right for 

ever having a MBNA credit card as they are mailshot terrorists. Got shot of them 

eventually... 

134) ArthurTheCat  

30 April 2011 4:08PM 

@RobertsRadio 

The two companies were separated in 1986, and in fact Post Office Counters 

changed its name to just Post Office Ltd. in 2001; which I wasn't aware of. 

It is, however, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Royal Mail; but does franchise out 

the bulk of its operations, some of them to large retail operators such as WH 

Smith. 

Hope this helps. 
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135) TNTpostman  

30 April 2011 4:20PM 

Maybe Jamie Olivier or Gordon Ramsay can provide us some fulltime jobs 

worthy of having. 

Maybe we can re-start from there.. ey? ;) 

136) TNTpostman  

30 April 2011 5:42PM 

And as a Dutch I'm very much ashamed that not one politic party has supported us 

or has done something for us professional postmen, except the SP (Socialistic 

Party). 

The SP is the only political party in The Netherlands who has set up a rescue site 

for us professional Dutch postmen, called www.reddepostbode.nl 

Should you read the whole archive of comments you would get the chills running 

down your spines of professional postmen getting angry, frustrated and utterly 

hopeless desperate. 

And despite of the 2013 postlaw of getting the competitors paying a human 

decent pay which should stop the madness of downsizing wages and rescue the 

professional postmen, that 2013 postlaw would be just about 1 year too late to 

rescue the professional postmen. 

Please, British people do not let this happen to you, because once in motion you 

will not be able to stop this utterly madness of liberalism & privatizement of your 

precious Royal Mail. 

137) crockboy  

1 May 2011 8:51PM 

@Secondclasspost "The EU has decreed that all member states' services must be 

open to competition by next year. Some countries made the change early, some - 

such as the UK, where it's politically sensitive - have left it late. But it's coming, 

in the second post" 

@kingcnutcase "I am sick and tired of these articles about the Royal Mail that 

fails to make clear that  

EU law requires postal markets to be opened to competition." 

If you're going to comment on an article then at least have the decency to read the 

full article. Get your facts right before spouting( or typing) utter garbage) for all 

the world to see how stupid you really are. 

I have a few tips for you to look out for and maybe the next time you won't look 

so stupid. 

When you get a letter delivered have a little look at the top right had corner where 

you may find a TNT, Deutsche Post or DHL sign and numerous more. Can you 

think what i'm about to say next smart guys? Yes of course, you're with me 

Now!!!!  
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That's right Secondclasspost & Kingcnutcase you got it in one. The Uk postal 

market is ALREADY open. See how smart i am with the use of capitals letters to 

emphasise ALREADY. 

January the 1st 2006 to be exact. Only Sweden opened it's market up before the 

Uk. 

Both of you are just 5yrs and 5months out if not more since you think it's next 

year @secondclasspost. 

Under the 3rd Postal Directive (Directive 2008/06/EC), full market opening will 

be accomplished by 31 December 2010 for the majority of Member States with a 

further two years allowed for 11 Member States. 

 

See the Eu directive above??? 

Not even one fact can you get right Secondclasspost. 

And why would The Uk be so stupid to open up its market early and force Royal 

Mail to deliver all it's competitions mail at a loss?? 

Maybe damaging it enough beyond repair . The service becomes worse due to 

rising mail volumes( but less income due to delivering competitors mail, cuts in 

the workforce 80'000 jobs in the last 6yrs). British Public don't know the facts 

about the matter and think only of the terrible service RM are providing and 

wouldn't grumble much about it if it was privatised. 

Amazingly the regulator has now let RM up its prices to competitors by 20% so 

that it can make a profit from them( 5yrs 5 months too late) Just in time to fatten 

the sale price of RM and make it seem more lucrative to a private buyer maybe?? 

Now both you run along and go and get back to playing Call of Duty on the PS3. 

As Sean Connery told Kevin Costner in " The Untouchables" 

Here endeth the lesson! :D:D 
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